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English
Read a variety of texts linked to
Space and science fiction and
answer related questions.
Writing non-fiction texts about
Space.
Invent sci-fi characters and
settings leading to story writing.
Chronological Reports
Historical Accounts
Spellings: Home learning and weekly
spelling tests

Science
Earth, Sun and Moon: To know that
they are spheres and link size and
distance. Know how the earth moves
and how this influences daytime and
night time. Think about the earth
and moon’s orbits and how shadows
are formed.

Art and DT
Designing space rockets and
space suits.
Painting our own planet. Lunar
Space Craft Design
Andy Warhol prints

Mathematics

Religious Education
Unit B Miracles and the Sacrament of
the Sick: In this unit, children will learn
about Jesus’ work and the work of the
Church to heal and care for the sick in
Christ’s name.
Unit C Advent: Old and New Testament
links in preparation for the coming of
Christ during the Season of Advent.
Unit D Christmas: Think about the events
of Holy Week in the lead up to Easter.

Year 5
Theme 2: What can we find out
about space and the solar
system?

History/Geography
History of space travel: The
space race; Yuri Gagarin; First
moon landing; Other significant
milestones up to the present
day. How do these events
impact on our life today?
Britain in the 1960’s. The Cold
War – Cuban Missile Crisis

ICT

We are bloggers: sharing
experiences and opinions

Children will be working in pairs
to research blogs, what they
are about, why they are
created etc. They will plan and
create their own blog by the
end of the unit.

Negative numbers, and solving
problems involving numbers
Addition and subtraction of
large numbers and money
Long multiplication, square
numbers and cube numbers
Adding and subtracting fractions
Reflections and
Translations
Mass

Physical Education
Fitness: using different stations of
activity to raise fitness levels
Indoor focus: Gymnastics
Outdoor focus: Netball

Music
Singing: Class to continue
working with Miss Webber
to develop singing skills.
Mr Mallinson sessions to
prepare children for the
Pyramid concert next term.

